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Abstract
Let T be a cyclic subnormal operator on a Hilbert space H with cyclic vector x0 and
let γij := (T ∗iT j x0, x0), for any i, j ∈ N ∪ {0}. The Bram–Halmos’ characterization for
subnormality of T involved a moment matrix M(n). In a parallel approach, we construct a
moment matrix E(n) corresponding to Embry’s characterization for subnormality of T . We
discuss the relationship between M(n) and E(n) via the full moment problem. Next, given
a collection of complex numbers γ ≡ {γij } (0  i + j  2n, |i − j |  n) with γ00 > 0 and
γji = γ¯ij , we consider the truncated complex moment problem for γ ; this entails finding a
positive Borel measure µ supported in the complex plane C such that γij =
∫
z¯i zj dµ(z).
We show that this moment problem can be solved when E(n)  0 and E(n) admits a flat
extension E(n+ k), where k = 1 when n is odd and k = 2 when n is even.
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1. Introduction and preliminaries
LetH be a separable, infinite dimensional, complex Hilbert space and letL(H)
denote the algebra of all bounded linear operators onH. Let T ∈L(H) be a cyclic
operator with cyclic vector x0. Then Bram–Halmos [5,18] characterized the subnor-
mality of T by the condition that∑
0i,jn
(
T ∗iT jpi(T )x0, pj (T )x0
)
 0
for any pi(z) in the set P[z] of polynomials, i = 0, 1, . . . , n, and for all n ∈ N. This
characterization induces a matrix M(n) as in [9,10] (see Proposition 2.8). Likewise,
Embry [15] characterized such subnormality by the condition that∑
0i,jn
(
T ∗i+j T i+jpi(T )x0, pj (T )x0
)
 0
for any pi(z) ∈ P[z], i = 0, 1, . . . , n, and all n ∈ N. In a parallel study, we may
obtain a matrix E(n) corresponding to the Embry’s characterization of such a sub-
normal operator (see Proposition 2.12). We will construct E(n) below.
We first recall the definition of M(n) from [9,10]. For n ∈ N, let m(n) :=
(n+ 1)(n+ 2)/2. For A ∈Mm(n)(C) (the algebra of m(n)×m(n) complex ma-
trices), we denote the successive rows and columns according to the following
lexicographic-functional ordering:
1︸︷︷︸
(1)
, Z, Z︸︷︷︸
(2)
, Z2, ZZ,Z
2︸ ︷︷ ︸
(3)
, Z3, ZZ2, Z
2
Z,Z
3︸ ︷︷ ︸
(4)
, . . . , Zn, ZZn−1, . . . , Zn−1Z,Zn︸ ︷︷ ︸
(n+1)
.
(1.1)
For a collection of complex numbers
γ ≡ {γij } (0  i + j  2n) with γ00 > 0 and γji = γ¯ij , (1.2)
i.e.,
γ ≡ γ (2n): γ00, γ01, γ10, γ02, γ11, γ20, . . . , γ0,2n, γ1,2n−1, . . . , γ2n−1,1, γ2n,0,
we define M(n) := M(n)(γ ) ∈Mm(n)(C) as follows: for 0  k + l  n, 0  i +
j  n, the entry in row ZkZl and column ZiZj is M(n)(k,l)(i,j) = γl+i,j+k .
As a subcollection of the collection in (1.2), we consider
γ ≡ {γij } (0  i + j  2n, |i − j |  n). (1.3)
For n ∈ N, let
m := m[n] =
([n
2
]
+ 1
)([n+ 1
2
]
+ 1
)
.
For A ∈Mm(C), we introduce the following order on the rows and columns of A:
1, Z,Z2, ZZ,Z3, ZZ2, Z4, ZZ3, Z2Z2, Z5, . . .
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(consider ZiZj with j  i in (1.1)). We denote the entry of A in row ZkZl and
column ZiZj by A(k,l)(i,j). Let SPn be the set of p(z, z¯) =∑0i+jn,ij aij z¯izj ,
where aij ∈ C. It is clear that SPn is a subspace of Pn, the vector space of all
complex polynomials in z, z¯ of total degree  n. Let {eij }0i+jn,ij be a basis for
Cm as follows: eij ≡ e(m)ij is the vector with 1 in the Z
i
Zj entry and 0 in all other
positions. For p(z, z¯) =∑0i+jn,ij aij z¯izj , let pˆ :=∑0i+jn,ij aij eij . We
define a sesquilinear form 〈·, ·〉A on SPn by 〈p, q〉A := 〈Apˆ, qˆ〉 (p, q ∈SPn). In
particular, 〈z¯izj , z¯kzl〉A = A(k,l)(i,j), for 0  i + j  n, i  j and 0  k + l  n,
k  l.
For a finite sequenceγ as in (1.3), we define the moment matrixE(n) ≡ E(n)(γ ) ∈
Mm(C) as follows: E(n)(k,l)(i,j) := γl+i,j+k . Note that E(n) is a submatrix of M(n),
i.e., E(n)(k,l),(i,j) = M(n)(k,l),(i,j) when k  l and i  j . For example, if n = 1, i.e.,
γ : γ00, γ01, γ10, γ11, then the quadratic moment matrix is
E(1) =
[
γ00 γ01
γ10 γ11
]
;
if n = 2, i.e., γ : γ00, γ01, γ10, γ02, γ11, γ20, γ12, γ21, γ13, γ22, γ31, then the quartic
moment matrix is
E(2) =

γ00 γ01 γ02 γ11
γ10 γ11 γ12 γ21
γ20 γ21 γ22 γ31
γ11 γ12 γ13 γ22
 .
Given an infinite matrix A := {γij }∞i,j=0 of complex numbers, the full complex
moment problem entails finding a positive Borel measure µ on the closed unit disk
D in the complex plane C such that
γij =
∫
D
z¯izj dµ(z) (1.4)
holds for all nonnegative integers i and j (cf. [4]). We say that the matrix A :=
{γij }∞i,j=0 solves the complex moment problem on D if A arises from a positive Borel
measure µ on D satisfying (1.4). Throughout this paper we will write “CMP” for this
complex moment problem.
Let {γij }∞i,j=0 and {δij }∞i,j=0 be two infinite matrices of complex numbers. For
brevity, we write {γij }∞i,j=0  {δij }∞i,j=0 if∑
0i,jn
(γij − δij )aiaj  0 for any ai ∈ C and all n ∈ N.
In Section 2, we obtain that if {γij }∞i,j=0 is an infinite matrix of complex numbers,
then {γij }∞i,j=0 solves CMP if and only if {γij }∞i,j=0  {γi+1,j+1}∞i,j=0 and M(n)  0
for all n ∈ N if and only if {γij }∞i,j=0  {γi+1,j+1}∞i,j=0 and E(n)  0, for all n ∈ N.
Hence this result provides a motivation to study the truncated moment theory of
E(n).
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Let us return to truncated moment matrices. Consider a collection of complex
numbers γ ≡ γ (2n) as in (1.2). The truncated complex moment problem entails find-
ing a positive Borel measure µ supported in the complex plane C such that
γij =
∫
z¯izj dµ(z) (0  i + j  2n);
µ is called a representing measure for γ . This truncated complex moment problem
has been much studied in [7–13,16,17,19,20].
Recall that for γ ≡ γ (2n) as in (1.2), M(n) (and therefore γ ) is said to be flat if
M(n)  0 and, in the space Pn with the Hilbertian seminorm induced by M(n), the
subspace Pn−1 is dense. By the finite dimensionality it means that for any i, j  0
with i + j = n there is a polynomial pij (z, z¯) such that ‖z¯j zi − pij (z, z¯)‖M(n) = 0.
(We shall write this relation as ZjZi = pij (Z,Z).) This definition of flatness is
equivalent to say that rankM(n) = rankM(n− 1). Similarly, for γ ≡ {γij : 0  i +
j  2n, |i − j |  n} with γ00 > 0 and γji = γ¯ij , E(n) (and therefore γ ) is said to
be flat if E(n)  0 and, in the space SPn with the Hilbertian seminorm induced
by E(n), the subspace SPn−1 is dense. By the finite dimensionality it means that
for any i, j  0 with i + j = n and i  j there is a polynomial pij (z, z¯) such that
‖z¯j zi − pij (z, z¯)‖E(n) = 0. Likewise, this definition of flatness is equivalent to say
that rankE(n) = rankE(n− 1).
In [9,10], Curto–Fialkow proved that for γ ≡ {γij } (0  i + j  2n), γ has a
(rank M(n))-atomic representing measure if and only if M(n)  0 and M(n) admits
a flat extension M(n+ 1). As a parallel study, in Section 3 we consider the (Embry)
truncated complex moment problem for γ ,
γ ≡ {γij } (0  i + j  2n, |i − j |  n) with γ00 > 0 and γji = γ¯ij ;
we seek a positive Borel measure µ supported in the complex plane C such that
γij =
∫
z¯izj dµ(z). And for such a sequence γ , we show that if n is an even number,
then γ has a (rank E(n))-atomic representing measure if and only if E(n)  0 and
E(n) admits a flat extension E(n+ 2), and also show that if n is an odd number,
then γ has a rankE(n)-atomic representing measure if and only if E(n)  0 and
E(n) admits a flat extension E(n+ 1). Moreover, if n is even number, E(n)  0
and it is flat, then there exists a representing measure for γ corresponding to E(n).
However, this result does not hold when n is odd number (see Example 3.11).
Some of the calculations in this article were obtained through computer experi-
ments using the software tool Mathematica [22].
2. The full moment problem for M(n) and E(n)
In this section we prove the following theorem which provides a motivation to
study the truncated moment theory by consideration of E(n).
Theorem 2.1. Let {γij }∞i,j=0 be an infinite matrix of complex numbers. Then thefollowing assertions are equivalent:
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(i) {γij }∞i,j=0 solves CMP;
(ii) {γij }∞i,j=0  {γi+1,j+1}∞i,j=0 and M(n)  0, for all n ∈ N;
(iii) {γij }∞i,j=0  {γi+1,j+1}∞i,j=0 and E(n)  0, for all n ∈ N.
Before we prove Theorem 2.1, we recall some related terminology. For S, T ∈
L(H), we let [S, T ] = ST − T S. Ak-tuple (T1, . . . , Tk)of operators inL(H) is hy-
ponormal if the operator matrix ([T ∗j , Ti])ki,j=1 is positive on the direct sumH⊕ · · · ⊕
H (k-copies). For k ∈ N and T ∈L(H), T is k-hyponormal if (I, T , . . . , T k) is
hyponormal (cf. [2]). Note that T is k-hyponormal for all k ∈ N if and only if T
is subnormal (cf. [5,18]). Let P[z, z¯] be the set of polynomials in two variables z
and z¯. Given h(z, z¯) =∑ aij z¯izj in P[z, z¯] and an operator T ∈L(H), we define
h(T , T ∗) =∑ aij T ∗iT j via the functional calculus. The following lemma is taken
from [21, Proposition 2.3] and [1, Theorem 3.3] (cf. [14]), with a change in notation.
Lemma 2.2. Let T be an operator with a cyclic vector x0 in H and let T :
P[z, z¯] → C be a linear functional satisfying T (z¯izj ) = (T ∗iT j x0, x0), for any
i, j ∈ N ∪ {0}. Then T is a k-hyponormal contraction if and only if every p(z) ∈
P[z] and pi(z) ∈ P[z], i = 0, 1, . . . , k,
T (|p(z)|2 − |p(z)z|2)  0
and
T
(∣∣∣ ∑
0ik
z¯ipi(z)
∣∣∣2)  0.
Moreover, if  : P[z, z¯] → C is a linear functional satisfying
(p(z)p(z))  (p(z)z · p(z)z)  0,
then there exists a Hilbert space H and a contraction operator T in L(H) with a
cyclic vector x0 such that (z¯izj ) = (T ∗iT j x0, x0) for any i, j ∈ N ∪ {0}.
The following lemma is fundamental, so we omit the proof here.
Lemma 2.3. Let A := {γij }∞i,j=0 be an infinite matrix of complex numbers. Then A
solves CMP if and only if there exists a cyclic subnormal contraction T in L(H)
with a cyclic vector x0 such that (T ∗iT j x0, x0) = γij for any i, j ∈ N ∪ {0}.
Lemma 2.4. Let A := {γij }∞i,j=0 be an infinite matrix of complex numbers. Then A
solves CMP if and only if there exists a linear functional  : P[z, z¯] → C defined by
(z¯izj ) = γij such that
(i) (|p(z)|2 − |zp(z)|2)  0;
(ii) (|p0(z)+ z¯p1(z)+ z¯2p2(z)+ · · · + z¯npn(z)|2)  0 for any pi(z) ∈ P[z] and
any n ∈ N.
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Proof. (⇒) Assume that A solves CMP. By Lemma 2.3, there exists a cyclic sub-
normal contraction T inL(H)with a cyclic vector x0 such that γij = (T ∗iT j x0, x0)
for any i, j ∈ N ∪ {0}. If we defineT (z¯izj ) = (T ∗iT j x0, x0) on P[z, z¯], by Lemma
2.2, T satisfies (i) and (ii).
(⇐) Since  satisfies (i) and (ii), by Lemma 2.2, there exists a Hilbert space H
and a contraction T in L(H) with a cyclic vector x0 such that
γij = (z¯izj ) = (T ∗iT j x0, x0) = T (z¯izj )
for any i, j ∈ N ∪ {0}. Hence by Lemma 2.2, T is k-hyponormal for any k ∈ N.
Since T is a cyclic subnormal contraction, Lemma 2.3 yields this implication. 
Lemma 2.5. The condition (i) in Lemma 2.4 is equivalent to {γij }∞i,j=0 
{γi+1,j+1}∞i,j=0.
Proof. Let p(z) =∑0in aizi . Then we have
(|p(z)|2)= 
( ∑
0in
aizi
∑
0jn
aj z
j
)
=
∑
0i,jn
a¯iaj(z¯
izj )
=
∑
0i,jn
γij a¯iaj
and
(|zp(z)|2)= 
( ∑
0in
aizi+1
∑
0jn
aj z
j+1
)
=
∑
0i,jn
a¯iaj(z¯
i+1zj+1)
=
∑
0i,jn
γi+1,j+1a¯iaj
which proves this lemma. 
By simple computations, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 2.6. For a linear functional  : P[z, z¯] → C defined by (z¯izj ) = γij , the
following assertions are equivalent:
(i) (|∑0in z¯ipi(z)|2)  0 for any pi(z) ∈ P[z] and any n ∈ N;
(ii) (|∑0i+jn aij z¯izj |2)  0 for any p(z, z¯) =∑0i+jn aij z¯izj ∈ P[z, z¯] and
any n ∈ N.
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Lemma 2.7. Let A := {γij }∞i,j=0 be an infinite matrix of complex numbers. Then thefollowing assertions are equivalent:
(i) there exists a linear functional  : P[z, z¯] → C defined by (z¯izj ) = γij such
that

(∣∣∣ ∑
0i+jn
aij z¯
izj
∣∣∣2)  0
for any p(z, z¯) =∑0i+jn aij z¯izj ∈ P[z, z¯] and any n ∈ N;
(ii) M(n)  0 for all n ∈ N.
Proof. (⇒) Let p(z, z¯) =∑0i+jn aij z¯izj . Then
(|p(z, z¯)|2)= 
(( ∑
0k+ln
akl z¯kzl
)( ∑
0i+jn
aij z¯
izj
))
=
∑
0k+ln
0i+jn
a¯klaij(z¯
l+izj+k)
=
∑
0k+ln
0i+jn
a¯klaij γl+i,j+k
= (M(n)pˆ, pˆ)  0.
(⇐) Define a linear functional (z¯izj ) = γij on P[z, z¯]. Let
p(z, z¯) =
∑
0i+jn
aij z¯
izj .
Since M(n)  0 for all n ∈ N, the above computation shows that (|p(z, z¯)|2)  0.

Proposition 2.8. Let T be an operator with a cyclic vector x0 in H and let γij :=
(T ∗iT j x0, x0), for any i, j ∈ N ∪ {0}. Then the following assertions are equivalent:
(i) (Bram–Halmos) for any pj (z) =∑l aj,lzl ∈ P[z], j = 0, 1, . . . , n, and any n ∈
N ∑
0i,jn
(
T ∗iT jpi(T )x0, pj (T )x0
)
 0;
(ii) M(n)  0 for all n ∈ N.
Proof. (⇒) Let T : P[z, z¯] → C be a linear functional satisfying T (z¯izj ) =
(T ∗iT j x0, x0) := γij , for any i, j ∈ N ∪ {0}. Then
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0i,jn
(
T ∗iT jpi(T )x0, pj (T )x0
)= ∑
0i,jn
T
(
pj (z)z¯
izjpi(z)
)
= T
(∣∣∣ ∑
0in
zipi(z)
∣∣∣2).
By Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7, we have this implication.
(⇐) According to Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7, since
T
(∣∣∣ ∑
0in
zipi(z)
∣∣∣2)  0 for all pi(z) ∈ P[z] and n ∈ N,
the above computation shows that∑
0i,jn
(
T ∗iT jpi(T )x0, pj (T )x0
)
 0.
Hence the proof is complete. 
Lemma 2.9. Let A := {γij }∞i,j=0 be an infinite matrix of complex numbers. Then A
solves CMP if and only if there exists a linear functional  : P[z, z¯] → C defined by
(z¯izj ) = γij such that
(i) (|p(z)|2 − |zp(z)|2)  0;
(ii) (|p0(z)+ z¯zp1(z)+ z¯2z2p2(z)+ · · · + z¯nznpn(z)|2)  0 for any pi(z) ∈ P[z]
and any n ∈ N.
Proof. (⇒) Use Lemma 2.4.
(⇐) By Lemma 2.2, there exists a Hilbert spaceH and a contraction T inL(H)
which has a cyclic vector x0 such that (z¯izj ) = (T ∗iT j x0, x0) for any i, j ∈ N ∪
{0}. Recall from (see [15] or [6, Theorem II.1.9]) that the subnormality of T is equiv-
alent to the condition that for any pj (z) ∈ P[z], j = 1, . . . , n, and any n ∈ N,∑
0i,jn
(
T ∗i+j T i+jpi(T )x0, pj (T )x0
)
 0.
Moreover, for any pj (z) ∈ P[z], j = 1, . . . , n, and any n ∈ N, we have∑
0i,jn
(
T ∗i+j T i+jpi(T )x0, pj (T )x0
)= ∑
0i,jn

(
(pj (z))z¯
i+j · zi+j (pi(z))
)
=
∑
0i,jn

(
(z¯j zjpj (z)) · z¯izi(pi(z))
)
= 
(∣∣∣ ∑
0in
z¯izipi(z)
∣∣∣2)  0,
and so T is subnormal. By Lemma 2.3, A solves CMP. 
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A simple computation proves the following lemma.
Lemma 2.10. For a linear functional  : P[z, z¯] → C defined by (z¯izj ) = γij ,
the following assertions are equivalent:
(i) (|∑0in z¯izipi(z)|2)  0 for any pi(z) ∈ P[z] and any n ∈ N;
(ii) (|∑0i+jn,ij aij z¯izj |2)  0 for any p(z, z¯) =∑0i+jn,ij aij z¯izj ∈
P[z, z¯] and any n ∈ N.
Lemma 2.11. Let A := {γij }∞i,j=0 be an infinite matrix of complex numbers. Then
the following assertions are equivalent:
(i) there exists a linear functional  : P[z, z¯] → C defined by (z¯izj ) = γij such
that

(∣∣∣ ∑
0i+jn,ij
aij z¯
izj
∣∣∣2)  0
for any p(z, z¯) =∑0i+jn,ij aij z¯izj ∈ P[z, z¯] and any n ∈ N;
(ii) E(n)  0 for all n ∈ N.
Proof. (⇒) Let p(z, z¯) =∑0i+jn,ij aij z¯izj . Then
(|p(z, z¯)|2)= 
( ∑
0k+ln,kl
akl z¯kzl ·
∑
0i+jn,ij
aij z¯
izj
)
=
∑
0k+ln,kl
0i+jn,ij
a¯klaij(z¯
l+izj+k)
=
∑
0k+ln,kl
0i+jn,ij
a¯klaij γl+i,j+k
=
∑
0k+ln,kl
0i+jn,ij
E(n)(k,l),(i,j)a¯klaij
= (E(n)pˆ, pˆ)  0.
(⇐) Define a linear functional (z¯izj ) = γij on P[z, z¯]. Let
p(z, z¯) =
∑
0i+jn,ij
aij z¯
izj .
Since E(n)  0 for all n ∈ N, the above computation shows that (|p(z, z¯)|2)  0.

Notice that E(n)(k,l),(i,j) = M(n)(k,l),(i,j) when k  l and i  j .
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Proposition 2.12. Let T be an operator with a cyclic vector x0 inH and let γij :=
(T ∗iT j x0, x0), for any i, j ∈ N ∪ {0}. Then the following assertions are equivalent:
(i) (Embry) for any pj (z) ∈ P[z], j = 1, . . . , n, n ∈ N,∑
0i,jn
(
T ∗i+j T i+jpi(T )x0, pj (T )x0
)
 0;
(ii) E(n)  0 for all n ∈ N.
Proof. Since E(n)(k,l),(i,j) = M(n)(k,l),(i,j) when k  l and i  j , the proof is sim-
ilar to those of Proposition 2.8. 
We end this section with the proof of Theorem 2.1.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. (i)⇔ (ii): Use Lemmas 2.4–2.7. (i)⇔ (iii): Use Lemmas
2.5 and 2.9–2.11. 
3. Moment matrices and representing measures
If E(n) is a moment matrix, then by direct computation (cf. [9, Proposition 3.8])
we have that
〈E(n)pˆ, pˆ〉 =
∫
|p(z, z¯)|2 dµ, p(z, z¯) ∈SPn,
where µ is the representing measure. Hence E(n)  0. But the converse implication
is not always true (see Example 3.2).
For p ∈SPn, we write Z(p) = {z ∈ C:p(z, z¯) = 0}.
Lemma 3.1. Let γ ≡ {γij } (0  i + j  2n, |i − j |  n). Assume that γ has a rep-
resenting measure µ. Then for p ∈SPn, suppµ ⊆Z(p)⇐⇒ p(Z,Z) = 0.
Proof. Use the proof of [9, Proposition 3.1]. 
Example 3.2. Consider γ ≡ {γij : 0  i + j  6, |i − j |  3} with
γ00 = 1, γ01 = 0, γ10 = 0, γ02 = 0,
γ11 = 1, γ20 = 0, γ03 = 1 + i, γ12 = 0,
γ21 = 0, γ30 = 1 − i, γ13 = 1 + i, γ22 = 2,
γ31 = 1 − i, γ14 = 1 + i, γ23 = 0, γ32 = 0,
γ41 = 1 − i, γ24 = 2(1 + i), γ33 = 4, γ24 = 2(1 − i).
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Then
M := E(3) =

1 0 0 1 1 + i 0
0 1 0 0 1 + i 2
0 0 2 1 − i 0 0
1 0 1 + i 2 1 + i 0
1 − i 1 − i 0 1 − i 4 2(1 − i)
0 2 0 0 2(1 + i) 4

.
It is easy to show that E(3) is positive semidefinite and rankE(3) = 3. In fact,
det([M]4) = det([M]5) = detM = 0, where [M]k is the left upper k × k submatrix
of M . Furthermore, we have
ZZ = 1 + 1 − i
2
Z2,
ZZ2 = 2Z,
Z3 = (1 + i)1 + (1 + i)Z.
Let
p1(z, z¯) = 1 + 1 − i2 z
2 − z¯z,
p2(z, z¯) = 2z− z¯z2,
p3(z, z¯) = (1 + i)+ (1 + i)z− z3.
Then Z(p1, p2, p3) = {z ∈ C:pi(z, z¯) = 0, i = 1, 2, 3} = ∅. By Lemma 3.1, there
is no representing measure for the given γ .
Lemma 3.3. Let n  0 and let A ∈ Mm(C), where m := m[n]. Then there exists a
truncated moment sequence γ ≡ {γij } (0  i + j  2n, |i − j |  n) with γ00 > 0
and γji = γ¯ij such that A = E(n)(γ ) if and only if
(0) 〈1, 1〉A > 0;
(1) A = A∗;
(2) 〈p, q〉A = 〈q¯, p¯〉A (p, p¯, q, q ∈SPn);
(3) 〈zp, q〉A = 〈p, z¯q〉A (p, q ∈SPn−1, z¯q ∈SPn);
(4) 〈zp, zq〉A = 〈z¯p, z¯q〉A (p, q ∈SPn−1, z¯p, z¯q ∈SPn).
Proof. (⇒) Consider SPn instead of Pn in the proof of [9, Theorem 2.1] and
mimic its proof.
(⇐) Note that if 0  i + j  2n, then there exist k, l, p, q ∈ N0 := N ∪ {0} such
that
i = l + p, j = k + q, 0  k + l  n, k  l, 0  p + q  n, p  q.
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For,
(i, j) =

(0, i)+ (0, j) if 0  i, j  n,
(j − n, i)+ (0, n) if 0  i  n, n < j  2n, j − n  i,
(0, n)+ (i − n, j) if n < i  2n, 0  j  n, i − n  j.
Define γ00 = 〈1, 1〉A > 0 and γij = A(k,l)(p,q) for i = l + p, j = k + q. The same
method in [9, Theorem 2.1] shows that {γij } is well-defined. We also have
γij = A(k,l)(p,q) = 〈z¯pzq, z¯kzl〉A,
γji = A(p,q)(k,l) = 〈z¯kzl, z¯pzq〉A
= 〈z¯pzq, z¯kzl〉A = γ¯ij ,
which proves γ ≡ {γij } (0  i + j  2n, |i − j |  n) is a truncated moment se-
quence with γ00 > 0, γji = γ¯ij , and A = E(n)(γ ). 
By the similar proof of [9, Lemma 3.10], we have that if p(z, z¯) ∈SPn with
p¯(z, z¯) ∈SPn, then p(Z,Z) = 0 if and only if p¯(Z,Z) = 0. Also the proof of
[9, Lemma 3.11] shows that if E(n)  0 and p ∈SPn−2 and p(Z,Z) = 0, then
zp¯(Z,Z) = 0. We will formulate some similar relations involving polynomials in
M(n) to prove Theorems 3.6 and 3.10. It follows from [9, Theorem 5.4] that if γ ≡
{γij } (0  i + j  2n) is flat and M(n)  0, then M(n) admits a unique flat ex-
tension of the form M(n+ 1). However, this statement is reduced to the following
proposition in the case of E(n).
Proposition 3.4. Let γ ≡ {γij : 0  i + j  2n, |i − j |  n} with γ00 > 0 and
γji = γ¯ij . LetE(n)  0,where n = 2m, and let γ be flat. ThenE(n) admits uniquely
the flat extension of the form E(n+ k) for any k ∈ N.
Proof. We first construct a moment matrix E(n+ 1) of the form
A˜ =
[
E(n) B
B∗ C
]
,
where B = E(n)W , and C = W ∗E(n)W . Since n = 2m, we denote the columns of
B by Z2m+1, ZZ2m, . . . , ZmZm+1. The flatness for moment matrix E(2m) means
Z
i
Z2m−i = pi(Z,Z), for i = 0, 1, . . . , m, pi(z, z¯) ∈SP2m−1. Let
Z2m+1 = (zp0)(Z,Z),
ZZ2m = (zp1)(Z,Z),
Z
2
Z2m−1 = (zp2)(Z,Z),
...
Z
m
Zm+1 = (zpm)(Z,Z).
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Then these equations may construct C and A˜. To show that A˜ is an extension of
E(2m), we need to check 〈z¯kzl, z¯izj 〉A˜ = γj+k,i+l , for k + l = 2m+ 1, k  l, 0 
i + j  2m− 1, i  j, |(j + k)− (i + l)|  2m. In fact,
〈z¯izj , z¯kzl〉A˜ = 〈z¯izj , zpk(z, z¯)〉A˜
= 〈z¯i+1zj , pk(z, z¯)〉A˜
= 〈z¯i+1zj , z¯kz2m−k〉A
= A(k,2m−k)(i+1,j)
= γi+1+2m−k,j+k
= γl+i,j+k.
We now show that A˜ is a moment matrix by Lemma 3.3. In fact, we must show that
(a) A˜ is self-adjoint;
(b) 〈p, q〉A˜ = 〈q, p¯〉A˜ (p, p¯, q, q ∈SPn);
(c) 〈zp, q〉A˜ = 〈p, z¯q〉A˜ (p, q ∈SPn−1, z¯q ∈SPn);
(d) 〈zp, zq〉A˜ = 〈z¯p, z¯q〉A˜ (p, q ∈SPn−1, z¯p, z¯q ∈SPn).
However, we only prove (c) here since the others are routine. For brevity, we take
z¯kzl, z¯izj instead of p, q, respectively. Since p, q ∈SP2m, z¯q ∈SP2m+1, we must
have 0  k + l  2m, k  l, 0  i + j  2m, i < j . For 0  k + l  2m− 1, k 
l, 0  i + j  2m, i < j , we have
〈z¯izj , z · z¯kzl〉A˜ = 〈z¯izj , z¯kzl+1〉A˜
= 〈z¯izj , z¯kzl+1〉A
= 〈z¯i+1zj , z¯kzl〉A
= 〈z¯ · z¯izj , z¯kzl〉A˜.
For k + l = 2m, k  l, 0  i + j  2m− 1, i < j, we have
〈z¯izj , z · z¯kzl〉A˜ = 〈z¯izj , z¯kzl+1〉A˜
= 〈z¯izj , z¯kz2m−k+1〉A˜
= 〈z¯izj , zpk(z, z¯)〉A˜ (pk ∈SP2m−1)
= 〈z¯izj , zpk(z, z¯)〉A
= 〈z¯i+1zj , pk(z, z¯)〉A
= 〈z¯ · z¯izj , pk(z, z¯)〉A
= 〈z¯ · z¯izj , pk(z, z¯)〉A˜
= 〈z¯ · z¯izj , z¯kz2m−k〉A˜
= 〈z¯ · z¯izj , z¯kzl〉A˜.
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For k + l = 2m, k  l, 0  i + j = 2m, i < j , we have
〈z¯izj , z · z¯kzl〉A˜ = 〈z¯izj , z¯kzl+1〉A˜
= 〈z¯iz2m−i , z¯kz2m−k+1〉A˜
= 〈pi(z, z¯), zpk(z, z¯)〉A˜ (pk, pi ∈SP2m−1)
= 〈pi(z, z¯), zpk(z, z¯)〉A
= 〈z¯pi(z, z¯), pk(z, z¯)〉A
= 〈z¯pi(z, z¯), pk(z, z¯)〉A˜
= 〈z¯ · z¯izj , z¯kzl〉A˜.
Hence A˜ = E(n+ 1). If we take the following construction:
Z2m+2 = (z2p0)(Z,Z),
ZZ2m+1 = (z2p1)(Z,Z),
Z
2
Z2m = (z2p2)(Z,Z),
...
Z
m+1
Zm+1 = (z¯zpm)(Z,Z),
and follow the method of the case of k = 1, we show that E(n) also admits a flat
extension of the form E(n+ 2). Repeating this process, we have that E(n) admits a
flat extension of the form E(n+ k) for any k  3.
For uniqueness, suppose
A˜′ =
[
E(n) B ′
B∗′ C′
]
is a flat extension of E(n) of the form E(n+ 1). If we follow the method of [9, p. 32]
with the above remarks and the Extension Principle (cf. [16, Proposition 2.4]), we
may prove B = B ′ and C = C′ easily. Moreover, the uniqueness of the general case
E(n+ k) can be proved by successive application. Hence the proof is complete. 
The following example shows that Proposition 3.4 does not hold in the case of an
odd number n.
Example 3.5. Let us consider a moment matrix
E(3) =

1 0 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 2
0 0 2 0 i −i
1 0 0 2 2 + i i
0 0 −i 2 − i 112 12 + 2i
0 2 i −i 12 − 2i 112

.
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Then E(3) is positive. Since rankE(2) = rankE(3) = 4, the corresponding γ is flat.
Furthermore
Z3 = (−2 − i)1 + 1
2
iZ2 + (2 + i)ZZ,
ZZ2 = (−i)1 + 2Z − 1
2
iZ2 + iZZ,
which implies that
1 Z Z2 ZZ Z3 ZZ2 Z4 ZZ3 Z2Z2
E(4) =

1 0 0 1 0 0 γ04 0 2
0 1 0 0 0 2 2 + i i −i
0 0 2 0 i −i 12 − 2i 112 12 + 2i
1 0 0 2 2 + i i γ15 12 − 2i 112
0 0 −i 2 − i 112 12 + 2i γ34 γ43 γ52
0 2 i −i 12 − 2i 112 γ25 γ34 γ43∗
∗

and
Z4 =
(
− 3
2
− 2i
)
1 + (2 + i)Z +
(1
4
− i
)
Z2 +
(
3i − 3
2
)
ZZ.
Thus, γ34 = −1 + 294 i. On the other hand, observe that
ZZ3 = (−i)Z + 2Z2 − i
2
Z3 + iZZ2
= −1
2
1 + iZ + 11
4
Z2 −
(1
2
+ i
)
ZZ.
Hence γ34 = −1 + 214 i. So E(3) can not admit E(4) as its flat extension.
For γ ≡ {γij : 0  i + j  2n, |i − j |  n} with γ00 > 0 and γji = γ¯ij , we say
that E(n) (and therefore γ ) is double flat if rankE(n) = rankE(n− 2).
Theorem 3.6. Let n  2. If γ is double flat andE(n)  0, thenE(n) admits uniquely
the flat extension of the form E(n+ k) for any k ∈ N.
Proof. If n is even number, by Proposition 3.4 E(n) admits uniquely the flat exten-
sion of the form E(n+ k) for any k ∈ N. If n  3 is odd number, then n− 1 is even
and E(n− 1) is flat and positive, thus by Proposition 3.4, E(n− 1) admits uniquely
the flat extension of the form E(n+ k) for any k ∈ N. 
We construct a moment matrix E(n) whose corresponding sequence γ is double
flat, and estimate its representing measure.
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Example 3.7. Consider a positive matrix
E(2) =

1 0 i 1
0 1 1 + i 1 − i
−i 1 − i 3 −3i
1 1 + i 3i 3

whose rank is 2. Since Z2 = i1 + (1 + i)Z and ZZ = 1 + (1 − i)Z, we have
Z3 = iZ + (1 + i)Z2 = (i − 1)1 + 3iZ,
ZZ2 = Z + (1 − i)Z2 = (1 + i)1 + 3Z.
Also let us write
E(3) =

1 0 i 1 γ03 1 + i
0 1 1 + i 1 − i 3i 3
−i 1 − i 3 −3i γ23 γ32
1 1 + i 3i 3 γ14 γ23
γ30 −3i γ32 γ41 γ33 γ42
1 − i 3 γ23 γ32 γ24 γ33
 .
Then γ03 = i − 1, γ23 = 4(1 + i), γ14 = −4(1 − i), γ24 = 11i, γ33 = 11. Hence
E(3) =

1 0 i 1 i − 1 1 + i
0 1 1 + i 1 − i 3i 3
−i 1 − i 3 −3i 4 + 4i 4 − 4i
1 1 + i 3i 3 −4 + 4i 4 + 4i
−1 − i −3i 4 − 4i −4 − 4i 11 −11i
1 − i 3 4 + 4i 4 − 4i 11i 11
 .
Notice that
Z4 = (1 − i)Z + (3i)Z2 = (−3)1 + 4(i − 1)Z,
ZZ3 = (i + 1)Z + 3Z2 = (3i)1 + 4(1 + i)Z.
Further, consider
E(4) =
[
E(3) A
B C
]
,
where B and C are some matrices and
A =

γ04 3i 3
−4 + 4i 4 + 4i 4 − 4i
11i 11 −11i
γ15 11i 11
γ34 γ43 γ52
γ25 γ34 γ43
 .
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Then γ04 = −3, γ15 = −11, γ25 = −15(1 − i), γ34 = 15(1 + i), and γ44 = 41,
γ35 = 41i, γ26 = −41. Hence
B =
−3 −4 − 4i −11i −11 15(1 − i) −15(1 + i)−3i 4 − 4i 11 −11i 15(1 + i) 15(1 − i)
3 4 + 4i 11i 11 −15(1 − i) 15(1 + i)

and
C =
 41 −41i −4141i 41 −41i
−41 41i 41
 .
The matrix E(4) is double flat. In particular, since{
Z2 = i + (1 + i)Z,
ZZ = 1 + (1 − i)Z,
we obtain two atoms z0 = (1 −
√
3)(1 + i)/2 and z1 = (1 +
√
3)(1 + i)/2. Solving[
1 1
z0 z1
] [
ρ0
ρ1
]
=
[
γ00
γ01
]
,
we have ρ0 = 1+
√
3
2
√
3
, ρ1 = −1+
√
3
2
√
3
. Thus, we obtain the representing measure µ =
ρ0δz0 + ρ1δz1 .
Let γ ≡ {γij } (0  i + j  2n) be given and let µ be a representing measure
for γ . Then it follows from [9, Corollary 3.7] that card supp µ  rankM(n). By a
similar proof, we obtain the following lemma.
Lemma 3.8. Let γ ≡ {γij } (0  i + j  2n, |i − j |  n) be given. If µ is a repre-
senting measure for γ, then card suppµ  rankE(n).
Let E := E(∞) be an infinite matrix and let CE be the column space of E, gen-
erated by columns labeled
1, Z,Z2, ZZ,Z3, ZZ2, Z4, ZZ3, Z2Z2, Z5, . . .
The following theorem gives the construction of the representing measure (cf. [9,
Corollary 5.15]).
Theorem 3.9. Let E be a finite-rank positive infinite moment matrix. Then E has a
unique representing measure, which is rankE-atomic. In this case, let r := rankE;
there exist unique scalars α0, . . . , αr−1 such that Zr = α01 + · · · + αr−1Zr−1. The
unique representing measure for E has support equal to the r distinct roots z0, . . . ,
zr−1 of the polynomial zr − (α0 + · · · + αr−1zr−1), and densities ρ0, . . . , ρr−1 de-
termined by the Vandermonde equation
V (z0, . . . , zr−1)(ρ0, . . . , ρr−1)T = (γ00, . . . , γ0,r−1)T.
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We are now ready to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 3.10. Let γ ≡ {γij } (0  i + j  2n, |i − j |  n) be given.
(i) If n is an even number, then γ has a rankE(n)-atomic representing measure if
and only if E(n)  0 and E(n) admits a flat extension E(n+ 2).
(ii) If n is an odd number, then γ has a rankE(n)-atomic representing measure if
and only if E(n)  0 and E(n) admits a flat extension E(n+ 1).
Proof. (i) Let µ be a rankE(n)-atomic representing measure for γ . Then
γij =
∫
z¯izjdµ(z) (0  i + j  2n, |i − j |  n). (3.1)
Consider the usual extension E(n+ 2) := E(n+ 2)[µ] of E(n) via (3.1). Since µ
is also the representing measure for E(n+ 2), by Lemma 3.8 we have
rankE(n) = card suppµ  rankE(n+ 2)  rankE(n).
Thus E(n+ 2) is a flat extension of E(n).
Conversely, suppose E(n)  0 and E(n) admits a flat extension E(n+ 2), i.e.,
rankE(n) = rankE(n+ 2). By Theorem 3.6, E(n+ 2) admits uniquely the flat ex-
tensions of the form E(n+ 2 + k) for any k ∈ N. So the unique flat extension of
the form E may be constructed by successive application and rankE = rankE(n).
Theorem 3.9 implies that E has a rankE-atomic representing measure µ, and µ is
clearly also a rankE(n)-atomic representing measure for γ .
(ii) The sufficiency can be proved by the same proof with that of (i). The necessity
can be obtained by Proposition 3.4 and the above statement (i). 
It is known that if M(n)  0 and it is flat, then there exists a representing measure
for γ corresponding to M(n) (cf. [9]). By Proposition 3.4 and Theorem 3.10 we
have that if E(2m)  0 and it is flat, then there exists a representing measure for γ
corresponding to E(2m). For the case of odd number, see the following example.
Example 3.11 (Example 3.2 revisited). Consider E(3) in Example 3.2. It is obvious
that E(3) is positive and rankE(2) = rankE(3) = 3. Hence E(3) is flat. However,
we showed in Example 3.2 that there is not any representing measure for γ .
In Theorem 3.10, the condition “E(n) admits a flat extension E(n+ 2)” can
be reduced to “E(n) admits a flat extension E(n+ 1)” in some special cases. For
example, we first assume that Z = Z in CE(n), i.e., when there exists a sequence
β:β0, . . . , β2n such that γij = βi+j , and in the case ZZ = 1 in CE(n), i.e., when
there exists a sequence α:α−n, . . . , α0, . . . , αn such that γij = αj−i . The statements
below and their proofs are similar with those in [16] and so we give only their
sketches here. First, for the case, Z = Z in CE(n), let H(n) ≡ H(n)(β) denote the
Hankel matrix (β)0i,jn and let HE(n) denote E(n)(γ ) in this case. By some
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computations, H(n)  0 ⇐⇒ HE(n)  0 (cf. [16]). In the sequel we denote the
successive columns of H(n)(β) by 1, t, . . . , tn. Assume H(n) is singular and let
r, 1  r  n, be minimal with the property that t r ∈ 〈1, . . . , t r−1〉; thus there exist
unique real scalars φ(β):φ0, . . . , φr−1 such that t r = φ01 +· · ·+ φr−1t r−1 (cf. [3]).
Remark 3.12. Suppose Z = Z, i.e., γij = βi+j (0  i + j  2n, |i − j |  n).
Then the following statements are equivalent:
(i) γ has a representing measure;
(ii) HE(n) admits a positive (flat) extension HE(n+ 1);
(iii) H(n) admits a positive (flat) extension H(n+ 1);
(iv) H(n)  0, and either H(n) is invertible, or H(n) is singular and φ(β) such that
t r = φ01 + · · · + φr−1t r−1;
(v) the truncated Hamburger moment problem for β has a representing measure;
(vi) γ has a rankHE(n)-atomic representing measure supported in R.
For the case, ZZ = 1 in CE(n), i.e., γij = αj−i , let T (n) ≡ T (n)(β) denote the
Toeplitz matrix of α:α−n, . . . , α0, . . . , αn and let T E(n) denote E(n)(γ ) in this
case. Since
T E(1) =
[
γ00 γ01
γ10 γ11
]
=
[
α0 α1
α−1 α0
]
= T (1),
T E(1) is positive if and only if T (1) is positive. In general, we may prove that
T E(n)  0 ⇐⇒ T (n)  0 (cf. [16]). Hence we have the following.
Remark 3.13. Let n > 1 and suppose the moment sequence γ satisfies γij = αj−i
(0  i + j  2n, |i − j |  n). The following statements are equivalent:
(i) γ has a representing measure;
(ii) T E(n)  0;
(iii) T (n)(α)  0;
(iv) The truncated Toeplitz moment problem for α has a rank T (n)(α)-atomic rep-
resenting measure which is also a representing measure for γ ;
(v) T E(n)(γ ) admits a positive extension T E(n+ 1).
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